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5) Immediate interior [front]: On the back of the [a] keyslip (long wooden ledge, runs along the front/bottom of the keys.

There is also a wealth of diagrams of parts, information on manufacturing, maintenance, moving and storage, inspecting new
and used pianos, the special market for Steinways, and sales gimmicks to watch out for.. 2) Under the opened lid on the ledge,
stamped on a little plaque, to the right or to the left.. ) Thinking of purchasing a Yamaha Piano?Visit our to find out more
before making that purchase! The Pierce Piano Atlas, 12th Edition now in hardcover format, provides a wealth of information
about the piano manufacturing industry.
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Grand Piano Serial Numbers Where Are They Found? Here are the TOP FIVE places to locate the serial number of your BABY
GRAND or GRAND piano: () Note: You may have to remove the (1) music desk first and then (2) gently clean out any dust
from your piano's plate [using a soft dry cloth + vacuum hose] before these numbers can be found.. To recap the interior: the
serial number can be found on the back of the keyslip, on the action's keyframe, or on the cheek blocks (each side), once
removed.

Look to the right or to the left 2) The Capo d'astro bar Located on the right, this acts as a 'bridge' to the 'beams' of the cast iron
plate.. Also, be careful not to drop the cheek blocks once they are removed, which may gouge and permanently damage their
delicate condition.. 5) Printed on one the keys - behind the nameboard, inside the piano (newer or imported pianos).. 3)
Stamped on the back of the piano; near the top of the wood frame 4) Printed on one of the hammers, found on either end of the
piano (newer or imported pianos).. On older pianos, you may find 3-5 screws, underneath the keyslip, that need to be removed
(lift up, in most cases) to view the action frame.

Serial number locations are found: 1) On the piano’s cast iron plate, near the tuning pins, as you face the keys.. (Please be
patient as we are updating this page on a daily basis We invite you to SUBSCRIBE to this page, and to use the search box above,
as serial numbers are being updated and added on an ongoing basis.. Caution: When unscrewing and removing the cheek blocks,
do not mistake the piano's leg screw/bolt, with the cheek block's screw/bolt.. The serial number may be stamped on the frame's
wooden base, immediately under the keys.. Serial numbers may also include a letter as well Here are the TOP FIVE places to
locate the serial number of your spinet, console, or upright piano: Serial number locations are found: 1) On the piano’s cast iron
plate.. Piano Serial Numbers: Location, location, location Piano serial numbers usually have five to seven digits, but may have
fewer or more, depending on the manufacturer and age of your piano.. Playing Piano for Pleasure is a practical guide to learning
and playing the piano for fun! Includes material from the author's interviews with master pianists, artists, and writers.
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